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1. Introduction 
Let A be a finitely-generated algebra over a field k. For simplicity, we will assume 
throughout the paper that k is algebraically closed. The set SpecA of prime ideals 
can be given the Jacobson topology, in which the closed sets have the form 
V(I)= {PESpecA IP>I}, 
and the subset SpecnA of maxima1 ideals which are kernels of irreducible repre- 
sentations of degree n is a locally closed subspace. M. Artin has proved that SpecnA 
is homeomorphjc to an open subscheme of a variety, which has a sheaf of Azumaya 
algebras corresponding to the degree n representations of A [2]. Let dn denote the 
dimension of Spec,,A. In the same paper, Artin asked whether anything can be said 
in general about the asymptotic behavior of the sequence {&}. The purpose of this 
paper is to present some examples of algebras for which Spec,,A can be explicitly 
described, and we will find that the dimension sequence {dn} can behave somewhat 
wildly. 
Let G be a finite group of size n and let S be the algebra 
kLvi,_K ’ 9 . . . ,Ym&‘1. 
Given a faithful action of G as k-automorphisms of S and a 2-cocyclef: G x G-S*, 
we may form the crossed product S * G. It is generated as an S-module by elements 
{g : g E G}, and multiplication is defined by the rule 
sg = gsg, .!3~2=glg2fk1,g2). 
In Section 2. we determine Spec, S* G as the open subscheme of Spec SC which is 
the complement of the branch locus with respect to the cover by Spec S. More 
* Partially supported by the N.S.F. 
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precisely, the algebra S * G has SC as its center, and so defines a sheaf of algebras 
over Spec SC. At branch points, S* G has irreducible representations of degree en, 
while on the complement, S*G restricts to a sheaf of rank n* Azumaya algebras, 
whose stalks have the degree n irreducible representations as their residue rings. The 
irreducible representations of degree <n are determined, but the topological 
structure of the corresponding set of primes is not. 
The examples of Section 3 are all skew group rings T*G (crossed products with 
trivial 2-cocycle), whose base ring T is the group ring of a free abelian group F, with 
a not necessarily finite group G acting on F. Thus we could just as well regard these 
examples as group rings of semi-direct products of F by G. In all cases, we show that 
under any finite-dimensional, irreducible representation, the elements of G act with 
finite order on the image of T. This reduces us to crossed products of the form 
described in Section 2, and we are able to describe Spec, T*G for all n. 
The first example, for any positive integer M, is a noetherian algebra Am with 
irreducible representations only in degree r “, for all r prime to the characteristic of 
k. The spaces SpecrmA ,,, which are non-empty have dimension 2m + 1. For m > 1, the 
resulting generating function Cd,t” is not rational, answering a question in [2, p. 
5321. 
The next two examples B and Care skew group rings whose group G is the infinite 
dihedral group. We are reduced to studying crossed products by various dihedral 
groups, and have to analyze the irreducible representations arising from the branch 
locus of the center. We do this completely for B, and are able to find the dimension 
sequences for both B and C, provided k does not have characteristic 2. The algebra 
C has the sequence 1,3,3,5,5, .. . and in characteristic 0, the sequence for B is 
1,3,1,3 ,.... 
The last family of examples Em are easy to analyze, but have the most complicated 
dimension sequence. The algebra EI has the sequence 0,3,4,5,6, . . . , while for E2, 
the number d, is 0 for n prime, and otherwise 
dn =p + (n/p) + 2, 
for p the smallest prime divisor of n. The sequences for the other Em behave 
similarly and suggest hat there is no reasonable asymptotic behavior for {d,,} in 
general. 
In Section 4 we show that for any simple Lie algebra besides lz in characteristic 0, 
the polynomial ring over its enveloping algebras has a generating function Cdntn 
which is not rational. This follows immediately from the fact that the set of degrees 
of finite-dimensional, irreducible representations has density 0. 
2. The space of irreducible representations of a crossed product 
As noted in the introduction, for any finitely-generated k-algebra A, the space 
SpecnA can be given the structure of a scheme X,,, along with a sheaf Jn of 
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Azumaya algebras of rank n2 over the structure sheaf C,,. In addition, there is a map 
of A into the global sections T(X”,d”) such that the irreducible, n-dimensional 
representations of A arise, up to equivalence, by mapping A to the residue rings of 
the stalks of d” at the points XE X,,: 
A+dn@k(x). 
’ n 
This is proved in [2, p. 556-5571. 
The algebras discussed in this section provide a good example of the geometric 
situation above. Let S = k[yt, y; I , . . . , ym, y, ‘1 and let G be a group of k-auto- 
morphisms of S of size n, with a 2-cocyclef: G x GdS*. We may form the crossed 
product A = S * G, as described in the introduction, and its center will be R = SC. The 
irreducible representations of A all have degree in, and SpecnA admits a precise 
description. The space Spec S is a branched cover of Spec R of degree n. Let X be the 
open subset of Spec R complementary to the branch locus. Then for any maximal 
ideal m E X, we will find that A/mA =M,,(k), but this is not the case for m B X. This 
identifies SpecnA set-theoretically with X, but more is true. Let R’ be a localization 
of R for which SpecR’cX. Then A’=A& R’ is an Azumaya algebra of rank n2 
over R’, and letting s’=S@R R’, we find that A’@R’r=Mn(S’). In particular, the 
subspace of SpecnA lying over Spec R’ is homeomorphic to Spec R’. Patching 
together these homeomorphisms, we have Spec,A homeomorphic to X. This 
situation is most easily described via sheaves. The algebra A induces a sheaf A of 
algebras over Spec R, and the restriction of A to X is a sheaf of Azumaya algebras 
of rank tz2 over the structure sheaf 0 of X. We may take A/x to be the .Jn of the 
preceding paragraph. Then A maps to the global sections 
by the canonical restriction map, since A = T(Spec(A),A). Also, for any x = m E X, 
the map (1) is simply the map A-+A/mA =M,,(k). The fact that, locally, the 
algebras A’ are split by S, with A’@KS’=M,@‘), may be rephrased to say that the 
restriction of s’ to X is a sheaf of commutative algebras such that 
Alx@$Y=Mn(S)jx. 
I’ 
In case the open subset X is affine, the picture is more easily described, and 
sheaves are unnecessary. An example in which this occurs is the group ring of the 
infinite dihedral group. 
Example. Assume that k does not have characteristic 2, and let S= k[y,y-‘1, with 
G, the group of two elements generated by x, acting on S via yx=y -I. The crossed 
product A = S * G is generated over k by x, x- *, y, y- ’ with the relation 
x-‘yx=y-‘, 
and the center of A is R=k[y+y-‘1. Write9 fory+y-*, and let r=J2-4. 
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Proposition 2.1. The closed set V(r) of Spec R is the branch locus with respect to 
the double cover by Spec S. The complementary open set Spec R, is homeomorphic 
to SpeczA, and Al is an Atumaya algebra of rank 4 over R, which is split by Sr. 
Proof. Any point on the line Spec R with coordinate c is covered in Spec S by the 
solutions to the equation t* - ct + 1 = 0. Thus the branch points are c = 2, -2, which 
is precisely V(r). 
Any maximal ideal of A intersects R in a maximal ideal. Let us determine the 
maximal ideals of A lying over the branch points. Let m = (9 - 2) and let Z be a prime 
of A containing m. Then y-r = 2 -y in AImA, so that 
y*-2y+ 1 =y(y-2)+ 1 =-yy-‘+ 1 =o. 
Thus Z contains (y - l)*. But 
(y- l)X=x(y-‘- 1)=x(1-y) 
in A/mA, so that Z contains (y - l)A(y - 1), and y - 1 E I. The only primes in A/mA 
are therefore (y - 1,x - 1) and (y - 1,x+ 1), and these give rise to one-dimensional 
irreducible representations. A similar situation holds for m = (jJ + 2). 
Therefore SpeczA and SpeczA, are the same. Let us use primes in place of 
subscripted r’s. We prove that A’ is Azumaya by showing that for any m = (9 - c) in 
Spec R’, the algebra A’/mA’ is isomorphic to Mz(k). Let a, a-’ be the two roots of 
t2 - ct + 1 = 0. Then the desired map is 
The image of y-y-r is 
( a-a-’ 0 0 a-‘-a > 
and since afa-’ (we chose m unramified), the image of the map contains 
1 0 
( > 0 -1 * 
This matrix and x produce the four matrix units, so the map is surjective. Injectivity 
follows because A’/mA’ is spanned by four elements. 
To prove the final statement, let k[z,z-‘1 be another copy of S, with z+z-‘=y. 
We can map A’@,YS’ into M2(s’) via 
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The kernel intersects s’ in (0), and since A’@S is Azumaya over S’, the map is 
injective. The image of y-y-’ is 
( 
Z-Z-’ 
Z-l-Z ’ 
> 
and we can prove surjectivity just as above if we can invert Z-Z-’ in s’. But 
(Z-z--)2=Z~+z-2-2=(Z+z-92-4=f, 
so z - z- ’ is invertible. 
We now return to the general situation, with S, G, A and R as before, and prove 
the facts described. Recall that X is the open subscheme of SpecR complementary 
to the branch locus, and let Y be its inverse image in Spec S. 
Proposition 2.2. The spaces X and Y are non-empty and the induced map g : Y-X 
is a finite &ale map of non-singular varieties. 
Proof. Since S is a normal domain, so is R, and their spectra are irreducible. Hence, 
unramified points exist provided the fraction fields K(R)CK(S) form a separable 
extension [7, p. 1171. But in fact, the extension is Galois since K(R)=K(S)G. It 
suffices to check the second statement locally, so let Spec R’ be an affine open in X 
and let s’= S@R R’, so that Spec s’=g - ‘(Spec R’). Since s’ is normal, the map 
g’ : SpecS’+SpecR’ is &ale by [7, p. 120 and 1, VI.4.51. Non-singularity of X 
follows because Y is non-singular and g is Ctale [7, p. 1201. 
Theorem 2.3. Let R’ be a localization of R such that Spec R’C X. Then A’= A @R R’ 
is Azumaya of rank n2 over R’. Moreover, s’= S@RR’splits A’, with 
A’Q S’=M,,(S’). 
R’ 
Proof. By 2.2, s’ is faithfully flat over R’, so A’ is Azumaya if A’&,.S is [5, p. 
1041. Thus we need only prove the second statement. Let us write s’= 
k[z,,z;‘,..., tm,z, ‘1’ for the copy of s’ on the right of the tensor product, and let 
{v(g) :ge GI 
be a basis for the free S’-module V of rank n. We define a map of A’@S’ to M&S’) 
by describing an A’@S’-action on V. Let 
v(g)*h= v(gh)f(g,h) 
and 
V(g)*yi= V(g)(Zi)gm’. 
Recalling that the z;s commute with /i, we can check that 
v(g)_Yih= v(gh)f(g,h)t~-'=v(g)~yl. 
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In addition, 
W0(~lh2) = (v(g)h)*fi2, 
as one checks via the 2-cocycle condition, so the action is well-defined. 
Let m = (z;- a;) be a maximal ideal of s’. We claim that the map A’@S’-+M,,(s’) 
defined above induces an isomorphism 
Surjectivity is equivalent o irreducibility of the induced module. Since the images of 
g act transitively on the basis, it suffices to show that the image of {vi} allow one to 
obtain a basis vector from any non-zero vector. The matrices involved are 
: * 
_ 
afi’ 
a? 
af” 
I 
for i=l , . . . , m and some enumeration {g;} of G, and the fact that m is not a 
ramification point in Spec S means precisely that the G-conjugates of (a~, . . . , a,,,) are 
distinct. Hence, for any two basis vectors, one of the matrices has distinct 
corresponding eigenvalues, and this permits us to reduce any non-zero vector to a 
basis vector. Injectivity of the map follows because A’@S’/m(A’@S’) has a 
spanning set of n2-elements. 
Therefore A’@S is Azumaya, and the map into M,,(s’) is injective, since it is 
injective on the center s’. All that remains is to show surjectivity, which may be 
checked at each maximal ideal m of s’ after localizing. Then we can use Nakayama’s 
Lemma to pass to the quotient of S’,,, by mS’,,,, and we are reduced to the special case 
above, in which we have already checked surjectivity. 
Corollary 2.4. The open subscheme Xc Spec R is homeomorphic to Spec,,A, and 
the sheaf A restricts to a sheaf of rank n2 Azumaya algebras on X, which is split by 
the &tale cover Y. 
Proof. This is just a reformulation of 2.3, except for the first statement. We know 
that X is homeomorphic to the subset of maximal ideals of SpecnA whose 
intersection with R lies in X, by 2.3. Thus it suffices to check that for meX, the 
maximal ideals of A/mA correspond to irreducible representations of degree <n. 
Let MI, . . . , M, be the maximal ideals of S lying over m. Since m is a branch point, 
t<n. The ideal M= MI -**MI is contained in the radical of S/mS, so for some r we 
have 
(MI .-- M1)‘C mS. 
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But any element g of G permutes the ideals {Mi}, so that 
MI~**h4,g=gM1 ***Mt. 
Therefore, given a prime ideal I of A containing mA, we obtain 
This forces MI --.MrcI, from which it follows that the image of S in A/I has 
dimension at most t< n over R/m = k. Thus A/I has dimension less than n2, which is 
what we wanted to show. 
The problem remains of describing Spec, A for t< n. While we cannot give a 
topological description in general, we can describe the irreducible representations of 
A whose kernels lie over branch points of SpecR. The representations 2.3 are a 
special case of this more general construction. 
Theorem 2.5. Let m be maximal ideal of R and assume that there are t distinct 
maximal ideals of S lying over R, including MI. Let H c G be the stabilizer subgroup 
of Ml. Then inequivalent irreducible representations of (S/Ml) * H = k * H of degree 
d yield inequivalent irreducible representations of A/mA of degree dt. 
Remark 2.6. In the above setting, even allowing R to be non-commutative, Lorenz 
and Passman have proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
prime ideals of (S/MI) * H and A/mA [6, Theorem 3.6). Thus we can be sure that, 
up to equivalence, the representations produced in the proof of 2.5 are all the 
irreducible representations of A with kernel lying over m. 
In case m is tamely ramified, this can be seen directly. For then lq=nn/t is 
relatively prime to the characteristic of k, and the usual proof of Maschke’s theorem 
shows that k * H is semisimple. Therefore, letting dl, . . . , dr denote the degrees of the 
irreducible representation classes of k* H, we have 
i df = n/t. 
r=, 
Let MI , . . . ,Mr be the distinct primes of S lying over m. The proof of 2.4 shows that 
any prime in A containing m also contains M=Mr f’I.-- fIA4,. The algebra A/MA is 
semisimple, and is spanned over S/M by the n independent elements of G, while 
S/M has dimension t over k, so A/MA has dimension tn. The irreducible 
representations of A/MA provided by 2.5 have degrees tdl, . . . , tdr, and 
i (tdi)2= t 2(n/f) = tn, 
i=l 
so that these must be all the irreducible representations of A/mA, as claimed. 
Proof of 2.5. Let v’ be a simple k* H module of dimension d, with basis VI, . . . , vd, 
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and write vh for the vector obtained by applying h E H to a vector v E v’. Let V be a 
space of dimension td, which we view as t copies of v’, marked by the right cosets 
G/H. We will write v(Hg) for the copy of v E v’ associated to the coset Hg. Fixing a 
transversal g I = e, g2, . . . , gt of H in G, we find that V has as basis 
{v;(Hg,): 1 sisd; 1 ~jsr}. 
We define a diagonal action of S on v’. Denote by s the image in S/A41 of SIZ S, 
and let 
v(Hgj) l s = v(Hgj)@J. 
Let M=njMF as in 2.6. Then Mannihilates V, so this defines an action of S/Mand 
of S/mS. The action of G on V is defined by 
v(H)& = v(Hgj), 
and for h E H, 
v(H)ti = vh(H). 
This defines the G-action completely. To see this, first observe that 
v(Hgi)hgj= v(H)gihgj= v(H)g&f(g;, hgj). 
Let gihgj= h’gr for some h’E H and I. Then we obtain 
v(Hg;)&= v(H)h’grf(g;, hgj) = v”(Hg/)f(h’, g/) - ‘f(g;, hgj). 
To prove that V is simple, we will show that any vector w#O is cyclic. We may 
assume that w has a non-zero H-component. Choose ~@MI with sg~,Mi for any 
j> 1. Then W-S is a non-zero scalar multiple of the H-component of w. The action 
of (S/MI) * H on W-S produces any other vector in the H-component, and G acts 
transitively on the components. Thus w is cyclic and V is simple. 
Finally, let IV’ be another simple k* H module, and construct W as above. If V 
and Ware isomorphic as A /mA-modules, they are also isomorphic as modules over 
the subalgebra B = (WmS) *H. Since H fixes the maximal ideal MI of S, we have 
Mifi= /&I for any h E H, so that the annihilator of MI in any B-module is a B- 
submodule. In particular, the respective annihilators of MI in V and W must be 
isomorphic B-submodules. But the annihilators are precisely the H-components, so 
that v’ and w’ are isomorphic as B-modules, and as modules over (S/MI) *H. This 
proves the theorem. 
While 2.5 identifies all the irreducible representations of A, it does not shed light 
on the topological structure of the spaces SpecrA. Even when this is known, it 
would be of interest to describe how these spaces fit together inside SpecA. This 
problem has been studied by Artin and Schelter in [3] for finitely-generated k- 
algebras. 
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3. Irreducible representations of some group rings 
In this section we determine the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations of 
some group rings. We first obtain a general rule which will show that the repre- 
sentations of the examples factor through crossed products of the type in Section 2. 
Then, for each example, we analyze the resulting crossed products, determining 
which representations arise over the branch points of the center. The next theorem is 
stated in greater generality than is needed for our examples, but can be applied to 
many other examples as well. 
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a commutative k-algebra, G a group of k-automorphisms of 
T, and let A = T* G be the associated skew group ring. Assume one of the 
conditions beio w holds: 
(i) G = G I is abelian. 
(ii) G is an extension of an abelian group GI by an element of order two, with 
respect o the action zgt = g - ‘. 
(iii) G is an extension of an abelian group GI by a finite group F. 
Then for any prime ideal I of A and x E GI, if in T[x] is not generated by Ifl T, then 
x acts with finite order on T/In T. 
Remark. Of course, case (iii) includes (i) and (ii), but we use only (i) and (ii) in the 
examples to follow, and the proof in these cases is elementary, so we have stated 
them separately. 
Proof. The ideal Ifl T is G-invariant, so we may pass to the skew group ring 
(T/Ifl T) * G and assume that Ifl T= (0). Let 
R 
p(x) = 1 x’t; 
i=O 
be a non-zero element of ZfI T[x] of minimal degree, with t,#O. We must have 
to+ 0, by the minimality of degree, and n # 0, for otherwise I contains t,, contrary to 
assumption. 
Let y E Gr. For any non-zero t E T, consider the element 
ty - ‘py - y - ‘pytx”. 
This lies in I, and since y commutes with x, it equals 
i x’tf(t”‘-- P”). 
i=O 
The degree is less than n, so the polynomial must be 0. Therefore, for all t E T and 
y E GI, we have 
tgt - P”) = 0. (2) 
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In case (i), we deduce from (2) that 
toA(r--tX”)cI, 
and since Z is prime, we find that x” acts as the identity on T/Zfl T. In case (ii), the 
same argument would work if we knew that 
t@ - f”“) = 0. 
A variation of the above argument shows this. Let u =x” and work with 
instead of p. Then Z contains 
fz- $4 - ‘pu)z - z- ‘(u - ‘pu)zK: 
which equals 
Multiplying by x” produces a lower degree polynomial in Zfl T[x], which must be 0, 
so 
(f@r(f - tq = 0. 
Applying u =x” to this and using x”z = tu-“, we obtain fi(fX’- f) = 0 as desired. 
Finally, in case (iii), observe that A can be viewed as a crossed product of T* GI 
by the finite group F. It follows by a result of Lorenz and Passman [6, 3.11 that 
Zn (T* GI) is a finite intersection of prime ideals {Zj} of T* Cl. Applying case (i) to 
each Zj, we find that x acts with finite order on T/(Zjn T), and so it does on T/Zn T 
as well. 
Corollary 3.2. Let A be a skew group ring T* G, wifh T a commutative k-algebra, 
and assume (i), (ii), or (iii) of 3.1 is safisfied. In any finite-dimensional, irreducible 
representation of A, the elemenfs of GI act wifh finife order on the image of T. 
Proof. Let XE GI, and let Z be the kernel of a finite-dimensional, irreducible 
representation of A. Then the image of x in A/Z must satisfy some equation over k, 
so that Zfl k[x] # 0. Theorem 3.1 now applies. 
Remark. In case k is algebraic over a finite field, the conclusion of 3.2 holds for any 
element x of G, without assuming anything about G. For the equation for the image 
of x over k must divide fq- 1 for some 4. Thus over such fields we may dispense 
with the arguments of 3.1. 
Let us now see how the conclusion of 3.2 will be used. Suppose T*G is a skew 
group ring for which we know that the elements of G all act with finite order on the 
image of T under any finite-dimensional, irreducible representation. In addition, 
assume that all the torsion images of G are finite. Given the kernel Z of a finite- 
dimensional, irreducible representation, there is a normal subgroup H of finite 
index in G which acts as the identity on T/Zn T, by 3.2. Let Z(H) he the ideal of T 
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generated by 
{r-h(t): hEH,tET}. 
Then Z is a maximal ideal of the crossed product 
(T/Z(H))[Zf] * G/H, 
with respect to a 2-cocycle f with f(gl,&) = h in case gtg2= h E ZZ. Thus we can find 
all the finite-dimensional, irreducible representations by examining the crossed 
products above, provided that His abelian and G/H acts faithfully on T/Z(H). 
In the examples which we consider, T/Z(H) is the group ring of a finitely- 
generated, free abelian group and H is also free abelian of finite rank, so that the 
crossed products which arise are those of Section 2. Thus the space SpecA will 
include a disjoint union of spaces X;, one for each subgroup H; of index n in G, with 
X; homeomorphic to an open subset of 
Spec( T/Z(H;))[H;] G’H~. 
In addition, we must determine the irreducible representations whose kernels 
contain branch points of the above space. This turns out to be possible in our 
examples, so that we are able to compute the dimension sequence (4,) discussed in 
the introduction. We now turn to the examples, noting that fuller information about 
the corresponding spaces of representations is contained in the proof of each 
theorem. 
Example 1. Let T=k[t, t-‘,yl,y;’ , . . . ,ym,y; ‘1 and let G be the free abelian group 
of rank m generated by XI, . . . ,x,,,. Define a G-action on T so that the skew group 
ring Am = T* G has the relations 
t is central, 
Xl’ ‘yjXi=yj if i*j, 
X,’ ‘_YiXi= t_Vi. 
We note that Am satisfies (i) of Theorem 3.1, and may be viewed as the group ring of 
a polycyclic group, so is noetherian. 
Theorem 3.3. A,,, has irreducible representations only in dimensions rm, for 
r= 1,2, . . . in characteristic 0, and for r relatively prime to char k otherwise. The 
space Specrm A,,, has dimension 2m, when it is non-empty. 
Proof. Let Z be the kernel of a finite-dimensional, irreducible representation. By 
3.2, some power of each Xi acts with finite order on T/Zn T, so for some integer n, 
every xl centralizes Tin A,/Z. But 
X;“_YiXl= t”_Yi, 
so we must have t”= 1 in Am/Z. In particular, Zcontains t-c for some root of unity 
C. 
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Consider, then, the algebra A,J(t-C) for c a primitive rth root of unity, It 
contains 
S, = k[ yi, _Y,’ ‘, XJ, X,: ‘1 
as a commutative subalgebra of dimension 2m, and is obtained as a crossed product 
with respect to the finite group 6 of size fin generated by elements 2j with .$= 1. 
Observe that the G-orbit of any point in Spec S, has size r”, so that the cover 
Spec Sr + Spec(S# 
is unramified, and by 2.4, 
SpeGm A,/(t - c) = Spec Sf. 
Thus SpecrmAm isa finite number of copies of spaces of the type above, one for each 
primitive rth root of unity, and has dimension 2m. 
This example was particularly simple because there was no ramification. In the 
next one, ramification does occur, but we can still determine the representations. 
We find that the sequence {dn) alternates between 1 and 3. 
Example 2. We assume that the characteristic of k is not two. Let T= 
k[til,yi’,y~‘] and let G be the infinite dihedral group generated by x and t with 
t2 = 1 and U-Z =x- ‘. Form the skew group ring B = T* G with G acting on T so that t 
is central and 
x- ‘y,x= ty1, x-‘yzx=r-‘y2, 
ty1z =y2. zY2z=yl. 
Note that B is again finitely-generated noetherian, and is the group ring of a 
polycyclic group. 
Theorem 3.4. The space Spec B, is non-empty only for n relatively prime to char k, 
in which case it contains one-dimensional components, and if n is even, a three- 
dimensional component. 
Proof. The group G satisfies (ii) of 3.1, so x acts with finite order on the image of T 
in any finite-dimensional, irreducible representation. As in Example 1, this means 
that t maps to a root of unity of some order r, and we are reduced to examining 
crossed products of Sr= k[yi”,xr~ by the dihedral group of size 2r. 
To be precise, let D be the dihedral group generated by .? and z, with z2 = 1, 9r= 1, 
and .&=.?- I’. Let S,*D be the crossed product with the relations 
g-‘y,.?=cy,, P-‘y2LC=c-ly2 
for c a primitive rth root of unity, and 
zx’z=x-: ZYIZ =y2, f’= ,y’. 
The last relation defines the appropriate 2-cocycle. 
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Any maximal ideal of SpecSr is sent to r distinct maximal ideals by X?, so its D- 
orbit has size r or 2r. Therefore, a ramification point has orbit of size r, with some 
conjugate fixed by z and having the form 
MI=(yl-qy2-4xr-&) 
with E= 1 or -1. The distinct elements MI, . . . ,Mr of the orbit have the form 
and the ideal m =SpnMicontains the elements 
n=(Y’;-Y;)2 and v~=x~+x-~-~E. 
It is easily checked that, conversely, the branch locus in Spec SF consists of the two 
closed sets 
V(u, Vl)U V(u, v- I). 
By 2.4, SpeclrSr*D is homeomorphic to the complement of this branch locus in 
Spec SF, and it remains to find the maximal ideals of Sr* D above the branch locus. 
This is answered, and the theorem proved, by the following result: 
Proposition 3.5. The irreducible representations of S,* D have degree r or 2r, and 
Spec,Sr* D is homeomorphic to two copies of the branch locus in Spec SF. 
Proof. Let I be the ideal of SF vanishing on the branch locus. We know by 2.5 and 
2.6 that for m E V(Z), there are two prime ideals of Sr* D containing m, each the 
kernel of an irreducible representation of degree r. Assume m contains y; - a: 
y;- a’, and x’+x-‘- 2~. Then explicitly, the representations are the following: 
0. 1. . . . * 
X- 
: - 
. 
& 
1 
I- 
. . . . 
0 
t-6 
. 
. 1 
. . 
1 
. 
. 
0 , 
. . . . . 0 
- 1 
1 
1 
, 
1’ 
Yl- 
+a 
ca 
c2a 
c’- la / 
Lo 1 J 
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for 6= 1 or -1. The subalgebra of M,-(k) generated by the images of x and yr acts 
irreducibly, since it contains a diagonal matrix with distinct eigenvalues and a 
monomial matrix acting transitively on the basis. Thus both representations are 
irreducible, and they cannot be conjugate. For suppose a matrix w conjugates one to 
the other. Since w commutes with the images of x and ye. it must be scalar, and 
cannot conjugate one image of z to the other. 
Thus we have located all the maximal ideals of S,*D, and we know set- 
theoretically that Spec,SI* D is two copies of the branch locus of Specs?. 
Intuitively, the set of primes corresponding to 6= 1 and -1 respectively should be 
disjoint, and homeomorphic to the branch locus. We now show this. 
The matrix y2 maps to 
I 
a 
C-la 
cre2a 
. 
. 
, 
c2a 
ca 1. 
Consider the element 
r-1 
wr= n (yz-x-‘y,x’) r odd, 
i=l 
r/Z-l 
= ,JJ, (y2-x-2rj,tx2i) r even. 
For r odd, the image of wr is a diagonal matrix with non-zero entries only in row 1. 
For r even, the image is diagonal with non-zero entries only in rows 1 and r/2 + 1. 
Specifically, the entries are 
r-1 
arilJ, (1 -c’) if r is odd, 
r/Z-l 
a”2 n (1 - czi) if r is even. 
i=l 
It follows that (z - 6)~~ maps to 0 and (z + 6)w, does not. Thus we see that the two 
closed sets V((z- l)w,) and V((z+ l)w,) are disjoint in SpecrSr* D, and each maps 
bijectively to the branch locus of Spec SF. 
We want further to know that the maps are homeomorphisms. Let la be the ideal 
of S,* D vanishing on V((z-6)~~). Then every simple image of S,* D/la is 
isomorphic to M,(k). It follows by Artin’s Theorem [2, p. 5461 that this algebra is 
Azumaya over its center, which is SF/Z6nSF. Since the spectrum of an Azumaya 
algebra maps homeomorphically to the spectrum of the center, this proves the 
theorem. 
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We next discuss a related example, involving dihedral groups again, in which the 
ramification is more complicated and we do not obtain a complete topological 
description of the representation spaces. 
Example 3. Assume that k does not have characteristic 2. Let T=k[y:‘, w:‘] for 
i E Z and let G be the infinite dihedral group generated by x and z as above. Form the 
skew group ring C= T* G with respect to the action 
x -I yix=yi+ 1, I x- w;x= w;- 1, zyiz = wi. 
The algebra C is the group ring of a finitely-generated, solvable group, but is not 
noetherian. 
Theorem 3.6. For n even, Spec, C contains components of dimension n and n + 1. 
For n odd, Spec,, C has dimension n. Thus the sequence of dimensions has the form 
1,3,3,5,5 ,... . 
Proof. Applying 3.2, we find that every finite-dimensional, irreducible repre- 
sentation factors through a crossed product of the form Sr*D, where 
Sr=k[_Vf’, Wf', . . . ,yi’, WJ',X+'] 
and D is the dihedral group of size 2r generated by Z? and z with the obvious 
relations. Once again, we must investigate the representations of Sr*D corres- 
ponding to branch points of Sp. Let A4 be a ramification point in Spec Sr whose R 
orbit has tc r elements. Then M contains _v;-_Yr+i and w;- wr+;, where indices are 
taken modulo r. But then so does every D-conjugate of M, and the proof of 2.4 
shows that every prime ideal I of Sr* D containing MfIS~ must contain &,pMs. 
Thus x’ acts identically on the image of Sr in Sr* D/I, and we may pass to a crossed 
product of Sr by the dihedral group of size 2t. 
What this means is that the irreducible representations of C which are omitted 
when we look at the complements of branch loci in the various Spec SF must arise 
from ramification points of Spec Sr with orbit of size r, where z fixes some ideal in 
the orbit. This is analogous to the situation of the preceding example. Let MI be 
such a ramification point, fixed by z, with 
Ml=(yI-al,w-ai ,..., _Vr-ar,W7-ar,Xr-&). 
By 2.5 and 2.6, we know that two primes of S,*D lie over MI nSF, corresponding 
to irreducible representations of degree r. The representations are equivalent o the 
two below: 
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a2 
YI y 
: **. 1 c a, J 
As before, 6 is 1 or - 1. The images of x and { y;,z;) generate an irreducible 
subalgebra of Mr(k), so the two representations are inequivalent and yield distinct 
prime ideals. 
In analogy to 3.5, we can find an element q with the property that q(z - 6) maps to 
0 in all these representations. However it is only the case that q(z + 6) goes to a non- 
zero matrix for a dense open subset of the branch locus of Specs?. This open set 
includes the points for which the ai are distinct. In the same way as in 3.5, we can 
conclude that over this open set, Spec,S,*D breaks into two disjoint, homeo- 
morphic copies of the open set, but we leave open the question of how Spec&*D 
fits together overall. In any case, we have that Spec,Sr*D has the same dimension 
as the branch locus, which is r. This proves the theorem. 
Our final family of examples Em have the most poorly behaved dimension 
sequences, for m> 1, while El has the sequence 0,3,4, . . . . 
Example 4. Let T be the polynomial ring over k in variables { yt,‘, . . . , y$ : iE h} 
and let G be the free abelian group of rank m generated by XI, . . . .xm. Form the skew 
group ring T* G with the relations 
-I XI _Yi,jXl=_Yi,j ifj+ 1, 
X,' 'yi,jXj=yi+ 1.j. 
Thus each xj moves one sequence of y’s up while leaving the rest alone. Define the 
algebra Em to be T* G, with the inverses of { yi+ I,j-Yi,j: ie Z, j= 1, . . . , m} adjoined. 
This is a finitely-generated algebra over k, since T* G is the group ring of a finitely- 
generated, solvable group, and the inverses are all xi-conjugates of ((Yt,j-Yo,j)-I}. 
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Theorem 3.7. E,” has irreducible representations of degree n only if n is the product 
of m integers >l, in which case SpecnEm has dimension equal to the masimum of 
m+Cy=,q,, whereq,>l andql-..q,,,=n. 
Proof. By 3.1(i), each x, acts with finite order on the image of T in a finite- 
dimensional, irreducible representation. We thus are reduced to crossed products of 
the polynomial ring S over k in variables { y$’ 1 i= 1, . . . , q,; j= 1, . . . , m) U {x,‘~~} by 
the abelian group e of size q1 -a- qm generated by elements Zj of order q,. The effect 
of inverting the particular set of elements is to require that each qj is > 1. Let A4 be a 
ramification point in Specs,. Then some xj must send it to fewer than q, elements, 
and we find that {y;,/-_vl+r,,} CM f or some t <qj. But then this set of elements lies _ 
in every G-conjugate of M. Since Mn SE must contain 
we have xj- 1 E I. So the prime ideals containing a branch point of Spec S” arise 
over the complement of the branch locus for a different S and e. Thus, as we range 
over all sequences ((41, . . . , q,,,) : qj> l} and look at the complement of the branch 
locus in the corresponding spaces SpecSo, we obtain all the finite-dimensional, 
irreducible representations. The theorem now follows. 
Remark. Let us consider the cases m = 1 and 2. For m = 1, the algebra T* G is the 
group ring of the wreath product ZIB. The theorem implies that EI has irreducible 
representations of every degree n > 1, with SpecnEl of dimension n + 1. The effect of 
inverting yt -yo is to remove the l-dimensional representations, so we see that 
k[.ZlH] has the same irreducible representations as EI, plus the obvious one- 
dimensional, irreducible representations obtained by sending x and yo to arbitrary 
non-zero scalars, forming a 2-dimensional space. The sequence {d,) in this case is 
2,3,4 ,... . 
In case m =2, the sum qI +q2 is maximized when q1 or q2 are the least prime 
divisors of n. Thus we find that dn= 0 if n is prime, and otherwise d, =p + n/p + 2, 
for p the least prime divisor of n. This sequence will bounce back and forth between 
+n + 4 at even integers n and 2fi + 2 at squares of primes, when it is not zero. The 
sequences for m > 2 can be analyzed similarly. 
4. An observation for simple Lie algebras 
The examples of Section 3 suggest hat the dimension sequence {d,} can behave in 
varied ways for finitely-generated algebras. One might hope to say something about 
the sequence in terms of the associated generating function 1 d,t”. This function is 
not rational for the algebras Am of Section 3, as the trivial lemma below shows. 
Lemma 4.1. A series p(t) = C d,,t” in which the set of indices n for which d, + 0 has 
arbitrarily large gaps is not rational. 
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Proof. Suppose p(t) is rational. Then p(t)g(t) is a polynomial for some polynomial 
g(t). But for any pair of indices d,, d,,,#O with di=O for n<i< m and 
m - n > degg(t), we obtain a non-zero term of p(t)g(t) of degree m + degg(t). Thus 
p(t)g(t) is not a polynomial. 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. In this section we show 
that for any simple Lie algebra besides ~12, the polynomial ring CI(L)[fl, . . . , f,,,] with 
m>O has a dimension sequence with non-rational generating function. This follows 
from the following result, which may be well known, although we do not know a 
reference. We refer to [4] for standard facts from Lie algebra theory which we use. 
Proposition 4.2. Let L be a simple Lie algebra other than ~12. Then fhe sef of 
degrees of finife-dimensional, irreducible represenfafions of L has densify zero in 
fhe set of posifive infegers. 
Corollary 4.3. Lef A be the enveloping algebra of a simple Lie algebra ofher than 
~12, and let m>O. Then fhedimenionsequence {dn} = {dim Spec,,A[fl, . . . . fm]} does 
not have a rafional generafing function. 
Proof. By 4.2, dn=O except for a set of numbers of density 0, so the sequence of 
indices for which d,#O has arbitrarily large gaps. The Cartan-Weyl theory of the 
highest weight implies that L has infinitely many irreducible representations of finite 
degree, and the Weyl degree formula implies that there are finitely many in any 
degree. Thus, infinitely many of the dn’s are non-zero. 
The approximations and estimates in the proof below were suggested by D. 
Harbater. 
Proof of 4.2. Let al, . . . , a,, be a set of simple roots for L, with dual roots 01, . . . , IL, 
and let II, . . . , A, be a dual basis to &. For any positive root a, decompose 
&= i C$&i. 
i=l 
The numbers cy are non-negative integers. Define a polynomial 
Ph a**, (3) 
Then Weyl’s degree formula states that the irreducible representation of highest 
weight A = 1 m;Li has degree 
+p(ml+I,...,m,+l), 
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whereN=p(l,..., 1). Thus the set of degrees is the set 
, . . . ,x,) : xl a positive integer 
1 
. 
Let D = (H +)“. We claim that the inequality 
+ P(X,,...,Xn)lr@l . ..X”)l+ I’n (4) 
holds for (xi) E D. 
Observe first that since the cy are non-negative integers, at least one of which is 
non-zero for a fixed a, the ath term in the product (3) must take on values rl on D. 
Thus 
+ P(Xl ,...,Xn)L fl C C?Xi 
( > o=a,,# i=l 
on D, where we take the product over the simple roots di and the unique root B of 
greatest height in the dual root system. Of course, the terms corresponding to Bi are 
simply Xi. The maximal root p involves every simple root non-trivially, so ~$2 1 for 
all i. Thus we find 
+ P(Xl ,...,Xn)L(XI”-Xn)(XI+-*+Xn) 
on D. But since the arithmetic mean of a set of positive numbers is greater than the 
geometric mean, we have 
(x1+ *a* +Xn)~n(XI “‘Xn)t’n, 
which yields (4). 
Therefore, for a fixed number r>O, we have 
P(xi)lm I#((x;)ED:~(x~...x~)‘+““I~), 
1 
and it suffices to prove that 
lim #((Xi)ED:(xI *-*~~)‘+~“‘~r} 
=o. 
,-m r 
The numerator is bounded by the volume under the hypersurface (XI . ..x.)’ + “,I = r 
with xi? 1, and this volume is no more than 
I 
s s 
r &n+ I) 
. . . dY~...dx~_,=r*‘(“+~)(lnr)“-‘. 
I I Xl “‘Xn-1 
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The resulting limit 
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l im (In rY_’ 
I-m ).1/n+ I 
is 0, as n - 1 applications of L’Hospital’s rule show. 
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